
9 Ways It’s Easier to Get Paid 
With PestPac by WorkWave

Collecting payment from your customers may seem straightforward, but the truth is 

that the way you approach payments can have a huge impact on your business. 

Accepting payment in the ways your customers prefer not only makes them more 

likely to choose your business over your competitors but also leads to faster and more 

consistent payments.

Your money is important to you, which means it’s important to us, too. With PestPac and 

our integrated payments, you can increase your cash flow and get paid faster by taking 

payments in all of the ways your customers prefer.

However your customers want to pay, PestPac makes it easy to get paid faster and more 

consistently to streamline the payments process and maximize your money. To start 

processing payments more efficiently, EXPLORE PESTPAC BY WORKWAVE TODAY!

Credit cards are the leading payment method in North America, and 
WorkWave Payments offers one flat processing fee for all card types.

 CREDIT CARD & ACH PAYMENTS

The Mobile Terminal allows your customers to swipe, dip or tap for 
card payments, all while you benefit from the lower processing fees.

MOBILE TERMINAL

Having card data stored securely is more convenient for your customers 
and allows you to get paid more quickly.

CARD ON FILE

Automate recurring payments to ensure your cash flow and keep 
things running smoothly for both you and your customers.

AUTO BILL

Automatically keep customers’ payment information current to avoid 
unintentional churn.

ACCOUNT UPDATER

Turn your customer’s phone into a payment processing tool with 
text-to-pay technology.

SMS PAYMENTS

Send customers a link so they can easily access and pay their bill online 
using whatever method they prefer, all without the need to log in.

EPAY LINKS

The self-serve portal makes it quick and easy for customers to view 
service history and make payments, reducing customer calls.

CUSTOMER CONNECT PORTAL

Deposit checks from anywhere and eliminate misplaced checks 
for good.

MOBILE CHECK SCANNING
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https://www.pestpac.com/

